Whispering is a unique expression mode that is specific to auditory communication. Individuals switch their vocalization mode to whispering especially when affected by inner emotions in certain social contexts, such as in intimate relationships or intimidating social interactions. Although this context-dependent whispering is adaptive, whispered voices are acoustically far less rich than phonated voices and thus impose higher hearing and neural auditory decoding demands for recognizing their socio-affective value by listeners. The neural dynamics underlying this recognition especially from whispered voices are largely unknown. Here we show that whispered voices in humans are considerably impoverished as quantified by an entropy measure of spectral acoustic information, and this missing information needs large-scale neural compensation in terms of auditory and cognitive processing. Notably, recognizing the socio-affective information from voices was slightly more difficult from whispered voices, probably based on missing tonal information. While phonated voices elicited extended activity in auditory regions for decoding of relevant tonal and time information and the valence of voices, whispered voices elicited activity in a complex auditory-frontal brain network. Our data suggest that a large-scale multidirectional brain network compensates for the impoverished sound quality of socially meaningful environmental signals to support their accurate recognition and valence attribution.
Introduction
Francis Ford Coppola's film "The Godfather" opens with the famous whispering scene where Bonasera, after some introductory conversation, fearfully whispers a displeasing request to Don Corleone. The scene is a classic example of how individuals switch their vocalization mode to whispering when deeply moved by their emotions in certain social contexts. Whispering has both biological and social functions. Socially, whispering is used to confine communication to listeners in immediate proximity to signal closeness and secrecy, which supports ingroup-cohesion (Cirillo and Todt, 2002) and prevents eavesdropping (Morrison and Reiss, 2013) , respectively. Sometimes whispering is also used to completely hide one's own affective states and feelings from being recognized by others. Its biologic functions are demonstrated in some animals, which, for example, switch to vocal whispering when confronted with a predator (Morrison and Reiss, 2013) or to initiate sexual behavior (Ladich, 2007) . This unique mode of vocal communication is specific to the auditory modality, since no other sensory modality allows a similar kind of qualitative switch in communication.
During auditory communication speakers often adaptively switch from voiced to whispered vocal expression depending on the context. By "voiced" expressions we here refer to the usual or common mode of vocalizations, which to a large extend are based on vocal cord vibrations. Concerning unvoiced whispering, which does not include vocal cord vibrations, speakers not only whisper during normal speech to confine communication to nearby listeners, but they mainly switch from a voiced to a whispering mode to vocally express their inner affective states in particular contexts (Bachorowski and Owren, 2001) . For example, although fearful individuals sometimes scream loudly when facing immediate danger, they most often whisper fearfully and vigilantly in threatening situations when the source of threat is not clearly detectable. Furthermore, although individuals usually express aggressive vocalizations in a voiced mode in order to intimidate another individual, they sometimes express their aggression in a low and whispered manner, especially in unfamiliar social contexts.
The switch in expression mode thus has an adaptive function, depending on certain conditions and emotional states. Alhough voiced and whispered vocalizations can express the same emotional states, they are considerably different in terms of their acoustic profile, especially in their spectral acoustic properties (Jovicic, 1998) . Whispered vocalizations result from aperiodic and turbulent airflow in the vocal tract, leading to reduced salience of the vocal pitch in whispered voices (i.e. the breathiness of whispered voices) (Higashikawa et al., 1996) , which usually carries important acoustic information about their affective meaning (Banse and Scherer, 1996) . Besides vocal pitch, whispered and voiced vocalizations also differ in temporal features (Schwartz, 1967) . This reduced acoustic profile of whispered voices, especially a reduced pitch salience, usually imposes strong challenges on the brain of human listeners. We accordingly aimed at providing a combined description, first, of the acoustic properties and, second, of the perceptual and neural network dynamics during the decoding of natural whispered and voiced affective vocalizations. These descriptions are related to our two main research questions. First, can emotions be accurately perceived in whispered voices? Second, are there similar or different neural mechanisms for decoding emotions in voiced and whispered vocalizations given that especially the latter portray only limited acoustic information?
Concerning the latter question, the neural decoding of emotions conveyed by voices predominantly, but not exclusively, involves a neural network consisting of the lateral and medial frontal cortex as well as the auditory cortex (Frühholz and Grandjean, 2013a, b; Frühholz et al., 2014) , with a strong structural (Frühholz et al., 2015a) and functional connectivity between these regions (Ethofer et al., 2012) . The functional role of the auditory cortex has been proposed to underlie the acoustic analysis of physical voice features Wiethoff et al., 2008) and the perceptual integration of voice features into an acoustic percept . Given a sufficient amount of relevant acoustic voice information, such as the level and the temporal dynamics of vocal pitch, pitch salience, intensity, or the harmonics-to-noise ratio (Frühholz et al., 2016b; von Kriegstein et al., 2010) , and given the extraction of these voice features in the auditory cortex (Lewis et al., 2012; Lewis et al., 2009; Patterson et al., 2002; Penagos et al., 2004) , the auditory cortex might also perform some generic emotional analysis on these voice features and the voice percept without functional support from other brain regions (Frühholz et al., 2016a) . This case might be expected for the neural processing of voiced emotional vocalizations given their wide range of distinctive and discriminative acoustic features (Banse and Scherer, 1996) .
However, in case of the impoverished sound quality of whispered vocalizations, the extraction of the available acoustic feature information in the auditory cortex might not be sufficient for an accurate emotional classification of emotional vocalizations, and this more challenging decoding might be supported by additional activation in an extended brain network, especially consisting of frontal brain regions. The inferior frontal cortex (IFC) shows activity and functional connectivity to the auditory cortex if acoustic cue salience in emotional voices decreases (Leitman et al., 2010) , pointing to an enhanced cognitive evaluation in the IFC under challenging acoustic conditions (Frühholz and Grandjean, 2013b) . The IFC might also enrich the perception of impoverished sounds by retrieving acoustic memory information from long-term, stored prototype emotional vocalizations (Binder et al., 2009 ). In the present study, we accordingly aimed at investigating the neural dynamics of processing voiced and whispered emotional vocalizations. We specifically investigated the acoustic decoding of these vocalizations in auditory cortical regions that are sensitive to spectral and temporal information of sounds as well as in an extended neural network in the frontal cortex that might provide in-depth cognitive evaluation to compensate for the lack of sensory sound information especially in whispered voices.
Materials and methods

Participants
Fifteen healthy participants recruited from the Geneva University took part in the experiment (seven male; mean age 23.67 years, SD = 3.87, age range 18-33 years). All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and normal hearing abilities. No participant presented a neurologic or psychiatric history. All participants gave informed and written consent for their participation in accordance with ethical and data security guidelines of the University of Geneva. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Geneva.
Stimulus material and trial sequence
The stimulus material consisted of four speech-like but semantically meaningless two-syllable words ("belam", "nolan", "minad", "namil") spoken either in a neutral, fearful or aggressive tone (factor emotion) by two male and two female speakers including both normally voiced vocalizations and whispered vocalizations (factor phonation type), resulting in 96 different stimuli. The whispered vocalizations were produced only by exhalation from the lungs. Auditory stimuli had a mean duration of 633 ms (SD = 172 ms) with similar duration for neutral, aggressive and fearful voices (repeated measures ANOVA (rmANOVA); F 1,31 = 1.48, n.s.). Stimuli were equated for mean energy (M erg = 2.98 × 10 −3 Pa 2 /s, SD erg = 9.81 × 10 −4 ), scaled to mean sound pressure level of 70 dB, and had a linear fade-in/fade-out of 15 ms. A preevaluation of the stimuli by 21 participants (ten male; mean age 25.57 years, SD = 3.58, age range 22-34 years) revealed that neutral, aggressive and fearful voices were significantly rated as neutral (rmANOVA; F 4,124 = 114.86, p b 0.001), aggressive (F 4,124 = 92.30, p b 0.001), and fearful (F 4,124 = 192.53 , p b 0.001), respectively. Each stimulus had to be rated on five continuous scales (range 0-100, corresponding to low to high) on how much they expressed the respective emotion (fearful, aggressive, happy, sad, and neutral). Each stimulus was also rated for its arousal level (range 0-100, corresponding to low to high), and aggressive and fearful voices did not differ in arousal ratings (paired t-test; t 31 = 0.76, n.s.), but were significantly higher in arousal ratings compared with neutral voices (aggressive: t 31 = 10.13, p b 0.001; fearful: t 31 = 15.47, p b 0.001).
During the main experiment, each vocalization was repeated twelve times, and they were presented in short blocks of six voices separated by 500 ms within these blocks, while the short blocks were followed by 4000 ms of no auditory stimulation. Blocks were preceded by a fixation cross of 1000 ± 175 ms duration, which cued the onset of a new block and remained on the screen until the offset of the last auditory stimulus in a block. The short blocks had a mean duration of 6359 ms (SD 589) and consisted of randomly chosen vocalizations of the same valence with no more than two times the same speaker or word presented in one block. After each short block participants had to indicate the valence of the vocalizations by a three alternative forced choice decision ("neutral", "aggressive", or "fearful"; response buttons counterbalanced across participants) using the index, middle, and ring finger of their right hand. The experiment was divided in two runs, and each run started either with 48 short blocks of voiced vocalizations followed by 48 blocks of whispered vocalizations, or vice versa (the order was counterbalanced across participants). Voiced and whispered vocalizations were not presented intermixed in order to avoid carryover effects of perceptual processing from voiced vocalizations that might have influenced the perception of subsequent whispered vocalizations, or vice versa. During scanning, both voiced and whispered vocalizations were presented binaurally with magnetic resonance imaging-compatible headphones (Sensimetrics® insert earphones; http://www.sens.com/products/model-s14/) at a sound pressure level (SPL) of approximately 70 dB.
To localize human voice-sensitive regions in the bilateral superior temporal cortex (STC), we used 500 ms sound clips consisting of 70 nonhuman vocalizations and sounds (animal vocalizations, artificial sounds, natural sounds) and 70 human speech and nonspeech vocalizations presented at 70 dB SPL. The stimuli were the same as used by Capilla and colleagues (Capilla et al., 2013) . Each sound clip was presented randomly once with a fixation cross preceding the onset by 500 ms and a followed by a jittered 3550-5000 ms silent gap before the onset of the next stimulus. During the voice localizer scan, 10 randomly chosen sounds were repeated twice in a row, and participants had to detect and indicate this repetition by an index finger button press. These repetition trials served to maintain the participants' attention.
For the purpose of a tonotopic mapping of the AC, we used pure sine wave tones (PSTs) presented in an ascending progression of fourteen tones from low to high frequency in half-octave steps in the range 0.88-8 kHz (i.e., 0.88, 0.125, 0.177, 0.25, 0.354, 0.5, 0.707, 1, 1.414, 2, 2.828, 4, 5657, and 8 kHz) . This tonotopy localizer was identical to the one used by Da Costa et al. (2011) . Pure tone bursts of a random rhythmic pattern of single PSTs (50 ms or 200 ms) of a specific frequency were presented for a random duration of 1.1-1.7 s every 2 s, starting with the lowest frequency and then immediately stepping to the next higher frequency. Thus, there were fourteen 2 s-PST-bursts in progression, resulting in a 28 s block of a low-to-high PST sequence. This 28 s block was repeated 15 times and the blocks were separated by a 4 s silent pause. Sound intensity of the PSTs was adjusted in terms of a standard equal loudness curve (ISO 226, phon 65) to achieve an equal perceived volume of PSTs.
Finally, for the purpose of a temporal modulation rate (TMR) mapping in auditory cortex we used amplitude modulated (AM) uniform and broadband white noise stimuli of 3000 ms duration, with modulation rates of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 Hz, a modulation depth of 90%, and random phase of the modulation at stimulus onset. This procedure was similar to a TMR localizer used in a previous neuroimaging study (Herdener et al., 2013) . Stimuli were presented in a series from low to high modulation rate separated by 1000 ms, and the series were separated by 3000 ms. These series were repeated 15 times, and stimuli were presented at 70 dB SPL.
Acoustic analysis of vocalizations
All vocal stimuli of the main experiment were first analyzed according to their level of spectral and temporal information. For this purpose, we determined the modulation spectrum of each vocalization ( Fig. 1A ) by converting the amplitude waveforms of the vocalizations to their spectrogram using a Hamming window of 1.81/BW window length (bandwidth (BW) 100 Hz, frequency range 1-5000 Hz), which was then filtered with a 2D-Gaussian filter (SD 1.3, size 3), and subjected to a 2D Fourier transform (zero-padded to match the length of the longest stimulus), from which the power was computed and the zerofrequency components were shifted to the center of the spectrum. The resulting modulation spectra for each stimulus were both averaged along the time axis and the frequency axis to give an average representation of the frequency and temporal modulation, respectively ( Fig. 1B) . For each stimulus we computed the entropy (i.e. Shanon entropy; Shannon, 1948) of the modulation spectrum along the temporal and the spectral axis as an indicator of the respective modulation complexity. Entropy measures for spectral information and for temporal information were separately subjected to a 2 × 3 rmANOVA with the within-subject factors emotion (neutral, aggressive, fearful) and phonation type (voiced, whispered).
Second, all vocal stimuli were analyzed according to their level of pitch salience using the Auditory Toolbox (https://engineering.purdue. edu/~malcolm/interval/1998-010/). The mean pitch salience was computed on the extracted pitch time course (derived from an autocorrelation of the original waveform) that was subjected to a cochlear model (i.e. Lyon's Passive Ear Model). The pitch salience scores were separately subjected to a 2 × 3 rmANOVA with the within-subject factors emotion (neutral, aggressive, fearful) and phonation type (voiced, whispered).
Image acquisition and analysis
We recorded imaging data on a 3-T SIEMENS Trio® TIM System (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by using a T2*-weighted multiplexed echoplanar imaging sequence (Feinberg et al., 2010) with an acceleration factor of four. We used a partial volume acquisition of 28 slices (thickness/gap = 2/0.4 mm, field of view [FoV] = 192 mm, in-plane resolution 2 × 2 mm, flip angle = 54°) aligned oblique to the AC-PC plane (~30°rotation) to cover all parts of the mid and inferior frontal cortex, large portions of the superior temporal cortex from anterior to posterior, and the amygdala (see Fig. S1 ). The sequence had a time to repetition (TR)/time to echo (TE) of 650/30 ms. This fast volume acquisition together with a short block design was chosen to obtain an improved sampling rate of the BOLD signal in order to perform a functional connectivity analysis that depends on the sampling rate of the acquired BOLD time series (see below). The functional connectivity analysis was also dependent on a continuously sampled BOLD signal. Thus, we decided to use a continuous sampling protocol instead of a sparse temporal sampling protocol (Hall et al., 1999) that are sometimes used in auditory experiments. The scanner noise did not considerably impair the recognizability of the voice stimuli, since classification accuracy was high above change level (= 33%; see below). Finally, a highresolution magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) T1-weighted sequence (192 contiguous 1 mm slices, TR/ TE/time to inversion (TI) = 1900/2.27/900 ms, FoV 296 mm, in-plane resolution 1 × 1 mm) was obtained in sagittal orientation to record structural brain images from each participant.
We used the statistical parametric mapping software (SPM 8; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; www.fil.ion. ucl.ac.uk/spm) for preprocessing and statistical analysis of all functional images. Functional images were realigned and coregistered to the anatomical image. The New Segment option in SPM8 was used to perform a unified segmentation approach of individual T1 anatomical images. Individual DARTEL flow fields were estimated based on segmented grey and white matter tissue classes and used for normalizing T1 and EPI images. Functional images were spatially smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 6mm 3 FWHM.
We used a general linear model for the first-level statistical analyses of the functional data. For the data of the main experiment, we modeled activity for each condition including boxcar functions defined by the onset and duration of the short blocks with a correct response of participants. These boxcar functions were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Separate regressors were created for each experimental condition and the general linear model also included one additional regressor containing all erroneous and missed trials. Six motion correction parameters and four regressors modeling respiratory and cardiac activity of the participants were finally included as regressors of no interest to minimize false positive activations that were due to task-correlated motion and to physiological noise. Respiratory and cardiac activity was modeled using the approach of Glover and colleagues (Glover et al., 2000) referred to as the RetroIcor algorithm (code provided by http://cbi.nyu.edu/software/). (B) Mean modulation spectrum along the frequency and the temporal dimension of the 16 stimuli for each condition, including measures of mean pitch salience ("pitch sal") and entropy. (C) Reaction times and percentage error rates across the participants (n = 15); mean ±1SEM. (D) Extended AC/STC activity for vocal relative to nonvocal sounds (top panel; t contrast); tonotopic maps with a common high-low-high gradient (high frequency, HF; low frequency, LF; F contrast) (middle panel); and anterior and posterior temporal modulation rate (TMR) maps with a superior (low modulation rate, LM) to inferior orientation (high modulation rate, HM) (lower panel; F contrast). All activations across the participants (n = 15) are thresholded at p = 0.001 with a cluster extent of k = 33 voxels, corresponding to p b 0.05 corrected at the cluster level.
Linear contrasts for the experimental conditions for each participant were taken to a second-level random effects analysis implemented as a factorial design including the within-subject factors emotion (neutral, anger, fear) and phonation type (voiced, whispered). Functional activations resulting from the comparison between conditions were thresholded at a voxel-level threshold of p = 0.001 and a cluster extend threshold of k = 33. This combined voxel and cluster threshold corresponds to p = 0.05 corrected at the cluster level and was determined by the 3DClustSim algorithm implemented in the AFNI software (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni) according to the estimated smoothness of the data across all contrasts. The cluster extent threshold of k = 33 was the maximum value for the minimum cluster size across contrasts of the main experiment and of functional localizer scans.
In order to determine a directed functional connectivity analysis between regions, which showed activation either for the comparison of neutral and emotional vocalizations (factor emotion) or for the comparison of voiced with whispered vocalizations (factor phonation type), we performed a granger causality analysis (GCA). Compared to other methods of estimating functional connectivity, such as the psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston et al., 1997) , GCA has the advantage of providing information about the directionality of functional connections. Furthermore, directionally of connectivity estimation in GCA more accurately and validly can be applied to blocked presentations of stimuli, while directionality estimation in dynamic causal modeling (DCM) seems more effective for event-related designs (Seth et al., 2015) . Thus, for the GCA analysis concerning the factor emotion we computed both the functional connectivity for all regions that were more sensitive to neutral relative to emotional vocalizations and for all regions that were more sensitive to emotional relative to neutral vocalizations ( Fig. 2A) . The latter analysis also included all regions for which we found an interaction between the factors emotion and phonation type (Fig. 2D ). For the GCA analysis concerning the factor phonation type we computed functional connectivity for all the regions that were more sensitive to voiced relative to whispered vocalizations and for all regions that were more sensitive to whispered relative to voiced vocalizations (Fig. 2B ). Both connectivity analysis for the factor phonation type also included all regions, which showed either an interaction including voiced or whispered vocalizations, respectively (Fig. 2D ).
The GCA analysis was performed on time intervals spanning from one volume acquisition before the onset (i.e. to take into account some pre-stimulus neural activity given that a short block started randomly during the following volume acquisition) of a short block until 25 volumes after onset. The amount of 25 volumes after the short block onset was chosen taking into account the mean short block length (6.359 s) as well as the average peak BOLD delay (~5 s) and its relaxation to baseline (~5 s), resulting in post-stimulus interval of~16.359 s. These segments were extracted from the entire time course of activity in each region extracted as the first eigenvariate in a 2 mm radius sphere around voxel of peak activations. Extracted segments were pooled across subjects. We used the Granger Causal Connectivity Analysis toolbox (Seth, 2010) to perform this GCA analysis. The GCA analysis is based on vector autoregressive (VAR) models, and the directional connections strengths between brain regions is quantified as the log ratio of predictions errors. A higher log ratio level for a certain connection is indicative of a greater causal influence (Seth et al., 2015) . Segmented intervals were preprocessed by linear detrending and by removing the temporal and the ensemble mean. All data showed covariance stationarity as indicated by the KPSS test, which is a test with the null hypothesis of no unit root. Finally, a model order of two was chosen based on previous studies with approximately half the sampling rate using a model order of one (Deshpande et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2010) , and model validity was confirmed by the Durbin-Watson test. Significant directed connections based on F statistics between brain regions were determined at a threshold of p = 0.0001 (FDR corrected).
On the resulting GCA data we subsequently performed a Graph Theoretic Analysis (GTA) using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . For each region, we first determined the node strength in terms of the sum of weights of all incoming, all outgoing, and of all connections in total for each node (i.e. region). Second, we determined the connection weight for all connections, which survived the thresholding in the GCA analysis. For the illustration of the connectivity results of the GCA analysis, we used the CIRCOS software (http://circos. ca/software/). Additionally, we computed lobe specific connectivity measures, by determining the mean weights of connection in the same lobe (self), connections to the same lobe in the contralateral hemisphere (horizontal), connections to the other ipsilateral lobe (vertical), and connections to the other contralateral lobe (diagonal).
For the voice localizer, single-subject activity was modeled for vocal and nonvocal stimuli as stick functions defined by the onset of the auditory stimuli, convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Repetition trials were modeled as a separate regressor of no interest. Linear contrasts for the vocal and the nonvocal conditions for each participant were taken to a second-level random effects analysis. For the latter, we contrasted all vocal against nonvocal stimuli at a threshold of p = 0.001 and a cluster extent of k = 33 voxels (see above). We determined voice-sensitive regions along the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and superior temporal sulcus (STS) in both hemispheres.
For the tonotopic localizer scan, we modeled activity for each condition as boxcar functions defined by the onset and duration of each PST level, convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Linear contrasts for each condition for each participant were taken to a second-level random effects analysis, which was setup as a 1 × 7 factorial design, where two successive levels of the 14 PST frequency levels were combined in a single condition, thus resulting in seven different conditions. By using an F contrast across these different conditions we determined areas in the auditory cortex that showed a significant difference between these conditions at a combined threshold of threshold of p = 0.001 and a cluster extent of k = 33 voxels (see above). For all voxels in the resulting statistical map, we determined the maximum response across all seven conditions (i.e. winner-take-all). Each voxel was color coded according to its maximum response to one of the seven conditions.
For the TMR localizer scan, we modeled activity for each condition as boxcar functions defined by the onset and duration of each AM level, convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Linear contrasts for each condition for each participant were taken to a second-level random effects analysis, which was setup as a 1 × 6 factorial design, using the thresholding strategy from the tonotopic localizer.
Results
Acoustic analysis of vocalizations
The present study included a total of 96 affective voices expressing neutral, aggressive, and fearful emotions in either a voiced or a whispered mode (Fig. 1A) . We first measured their pitch salience and the modulation spectrum as the most distinguishing acoustic features. The modulation spectrum assesses spectral and temporal regularity, and the entropy of this spectrum quantifies the amount of spectral and temporal information (Fig. 1B, Table S1 ).
The entropy for spectral information differed across the phonation types (repeated measures ANOVA (rmANOVA); F 1,15 = 75.21, p b 0.001; M phon = 5.04 b M whis = 5.78), but not across emotions (F 2,30 = 3.43, p = 0.045; but Bonferroni posthoc planned pairwise comparison were nonsignificant, all p's N 0.078; M neu = 5.29, M ang = 5.52, M fea = 5.44). There was an emotion by phonation type interaction (F 2,30 = 8.07, p = 0.0015). For the latter, follow-up two-sided paired t-test indicated that for voiced vocalizations aggressive (t 15 = 4.87, p b 0.001) and fearful vocalizations (t 15 = 3.31, p = 0.0046) had higher spectral entropy relative to neutral vocalizations, but no such differences were observed with whispered vocalizations (all t 15 's b 2.03, all p's N 0.06). The entropy for temporal information differed across the different phonation types (rmANOVA; F 1,15 = 63.26, p b 0.001; M phon = 5.81 N M whis = 5.25) and across emotions (F 2,30 = 8.16, p = 0.0014; M ang = 5.38 b M neu = 5.54 and M fea = 5.66), but there was no emotion by phonation type interaction (F 2,30 = 1.59, n.s.).
The pitch salience of vocal stimuli differed across the phonation types (rmANOVA; F 1,15 = 146.83, p ≤0.001; M phon = 0.46 N M whis = 0.35), but not across emotions (F 2,30 = 1.41, n.s.). There was no emotion by phonation type interaction (F 2,30 = 0.26, n.s.).
Behavioral data
To investigate the neural dynamics during the processing of these vocalizations, we asked 15 healthy human participants to listen to and classify these vocalizations (as neutral, aggressive, or fearful) during a high-spatial and high-temporal resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging study. Reaction times of these classifications did not differ across emotions (rmANOVA; F 2,28 = 1.97, n.s.) and phonation types (F 1,14 = 0.17, n.s.), and there was no emotion by phonation type interaction (F 2,28 = 2.24, n.s.) (Fig. 1C) . Error rates did not differ across emotions (rmANOVA; F 2,28 = 0.77, n.s.), but across the different phonation types (F 1,14 = 15.80, p = 0.0013). Participants made more errors in classifying whispered relative to voiced vocalizations, but their accuracy was still at a high level (N90%) (Fig. 1C ). There was no emotion by phonation type interaction (F 2,28 = 1.44, n.s.).
Functional localizer scans
The experiment included three different localizer scans to identify cortical auditory regions that show tonotopic frequency mapping (i.e. sensitivity to spectral information), that are sensitive to the temporal modulation rate (TMR) of sounds (i.e. sensitivity to temporal information), or that show sensitivity to human voices. In terms of neural activations for the localizer and the experimental scans, we determined functional effects in subregions of the auditory cortex (AC) consisting of auditory "core" (Heschl's gyrus, HG) and "belt" regions (planum polare (PPo), planum temporale (PTe)) (Hackett, 2011) . We also determined activity in subregions of the STC consisting of STG and STS (Frühholz and Grandjean, 2013a). During the main experiment (see below) we also determined activity in frontal lobe subregions especially of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) that are central for the decoding of vocalizations (Frühholz and Grandjean, 2013b) .
During the voice localizer scan, we presented human vocal and nonhuman sounds. Vocal compared to nonvocal sounds produced extended activity in bilateral STC covering regions of core and belt auditory regions as well as of anterior-to-posterior STG and STS (Fig. 1D, upper  panel) . Regions showing voice sensitivity are marked by a black outline in Fig. 1-2 .
To identify tonotopic cortical fields, a tonotopy localizer scan included the auditory stimulation with pure tones between 0.088 and 8 kHz and revealed a typical pattern of frequency maps with a mirrorsymmetric frequency progression (high-low-high) (Da Costa et al., 2011), with the low-frequency area approximately located along left Heschl's sulcus and right PTe (Fig. 1D, middle panel) . These two maps are thought to correspond to regions A1 and R (rostral area) of the primate primary auditory core. Regions showing tonotopic mapping are marked by a red outline in Fig. 1-2 .
Finally, to identify cortical regions sensitive to the temporal amplitude modulation rate (TMR) of sounds, a TMR localizer scan was used that included the auditory stimulation of white noise stimuli with intensity variations in the range of 1-32 Hz (see Giraud et al., 2000; Herdener et al., 2013) . This scan revealed two bilateral amplitude modulated (AM) gradient maps located in posterior and mid STC. The posterior map showed a low-to-high AM frequency progression in the direction of STG-STS to middle temporal gyrus MTG. The left anterior map showed a low-to-high AM frequency progression in the direction of mHG-STG (i.e. mid HG to STG), while the right anterior map showed a slightly more lateral lHG-mSTS (i.e. lateral HG to mid STS) progression.
Regions showing AM mapping are marked by a green outline in Fig. 1-2 .
Functional brain activity of the main experiment
In terms of the affective value of the vocalizations, we first compared neural activity for affective relative to neutral vocalizations (i.e. the emotion effect). They elicited activity in the left core and belt regions and in bilateral higher-level auditory regions in the STC ( Fig. 2A , Table  1 ). The activity was specifically found in left HG and PPo as well as in right anterior STG (aSTG), mid STG (mSTG), and mid STS (mSTS). Neutral relative to affective voices elicited activity in bilateral middle frontal gyrus (MFG).
In terms of expression mode, voiced relative to whispered vocalizations revealed auditory cortical activity in the voice-sensitive cortex in the bilateral core regions (HG) and mid-anterior STG, which largely overlapped with the tonotopic maps ( Fig. 2B , Table 2 ). Whispered relative to voiced vocalizations elicited activity in the bilateral voicesensitive cortex, especially in the belt regions (PPo) of posterior STC. Besides these differential auditory cortex activations for voiced vocalizations and whispered vocalizations, both modes of vocalization also revealed activity in the frontal cortex, which was confirmed by signal extracted from several regions of interest (Fig. 2C ). Voiced vocalizations elicited activity in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC), whereas whispered vocalizations elicited activity in bilateral OFC and the lateral inferior frontal cortex (IFC) consisting of anterior IFG (aIFG) and posterior IFG (pIFG).
An interaction analysis also revealed specific frontal activity, such as activity of the left aIFG and pIFG for whispered aggressive vocalizations and voiced fearful vocalizations, with additional activity for the latter in bilateral superior temporal gyrus (left pSTG, right aSTG) ( Fig. 2D , Table  3 ). No functional brain activity based on an interaction analysis was found for whispered fearful vocalizations and for voiced aggressive vocalizations.
Directional functional connectivity
To identify the dynamics in the neural network described above, we performed a directional functional granger causality analysis separately for the regions decoding neutral or affective vocalizations (Fig. 3A-B ) and for those decoding voiced or whispered vocalizations (Fig. 3C-D) . We first compared the neural network for neutral and affective vocalizations. Unlike the sparse functional network for neutral vocalization connecting right to left MFG (Fig. 3A, left panel) , affective vocalizations revealed a widespread temporo-frontal network connecting left IFC, left auditory core/belt regions, and bilateral STG (Fig. 3A, right panel) . This affective vocalization network indicated a relatively strong importance of the right temporal cortex (Fig. 3B, lower left panel) , and especially of the aSTG both as input and output node (Fig. 3A, right panel) . Furthermore, concerning the important role of the right temporal cortex in affective vocalization network, the connections weights of the right temporal cortex were higher for whispered ( Fig. 3B , lower right panel) compared to voiced affective vocalizations (Fig. 3B, lower mid  panel) . The central role of the right temporal cortex in the affective vocalization network was also indicated by lobe-specific connectivity Table 1 Functional peak activity related to the affective value of the vocalizations. (A) Activity for affective versus neutral vocalizations. (B) Activity for neutral versus affective vocalizations. Activations are reported in the left ("L") and the right hemisphere ("R"). Activations are thresholded across all participants (n = 15) at p = 0.001 with a cluster extent of k = 33 voxels, corresponding to p b 0.05 corrected at the cluster level. Peak coordinates with no cluster size represent local peaks within the larger cluster that is defined by the cluster size mentioned above it.
Region
Cluster size z value MNI measures as determined by the mean weights of intra-and extraregional connections. The right temporal cortex, first, showed high connections weights for intraregional connections (i.e. "self" connections), second, for bidirectional connections with the left temporal cortex (i.e. horizontal connections), and, third, for afferent connections from the left IFC (i.e. diagonal connections). These three main network features were characteristic of the general affective vocalization network (Fig. 3B, lower left panel) , and again especially for the whispered affective vocalizations (Fig. 3B, lower right panel) . A relative increase of connection weights involving the right temporal cortex was also found for the voiced vocalization network along with the left temporal cortex, with bilateral mSTG as a central input/output node (Fig. 3C ). Both the left and right temporal cortex showed intraregional connections and relatively increased STC interconnections. A left frontal intra-regional and a left frontal to contralateral right temporal connection with low connection weights were also found (Fig. 3D) . While the latter left frontal to right temporal connection was specific to all voiced vocalizations (Fig. 3D, top left panel) , a left frontal to ipsi-lateral left temporal connection was found for aggressive and fearful voiced vocalizations (Fig. 3D, top mid panels) . The later resulted from an independent estimation of functional connections of each emotion separately for voiced vocalization. Compared to the relatively simple voiced vocalization network, we found a multidirectional complex network during the recognition of the affective value from whispered vocalizations, and this whispered vocalizations network showed several unique features. First, this network generally included highly increased intra-and inter-regional connection weights of both temporal and frontal cortices (Fig. 3D, lower panel) compared to the voiced vocalization network (Fig. 3D, upper panel) . Second, unlike the voiced vocalizations network, the whispered vocalization network included bottom-up auditory-to-frontal connections (i.e. vertical and diagonal connection from temporal areas), indicating the transfer Table 3 Functional peak activity for the comparison of the interaction effects. (A) Specific activity for whispered angry vocalizations. (B) Specific activity for voiced fearful vocalizations. Activations are reported in the left ("L") and the right hemisphere ("R"). Activations are thresholded across all participants (n = 15) at p = 0.001 with a cluster extent of k = 33 voxels, corresponding to p b 0.05 corrected at the cluster level.
Cluster size z value MNI of auditory information to the frontal cortex. Third, the whispered vocalization network also included stronger frontal-to-frontal connections (i.e. "self" and "horizontal" connection from frontal areas) as well as top-down frontal-to-auditory connections (i.e. vertical and diagonal connection from frontal areas), indicating an increased involvement of cognitive evaluation processes.
Discussion
The present study determined the neural activity and network dynamics underlying the decoding of the socio-affective value from voiced and whispered vocalizations. These vocal expression modes differ considerably in their acoustic properties, especially in terms of tonal information. Concerning the latter, voiced vocalizations had a higher pitch salience, probably based on their higher spectral regularity (i.e. less entropy) compared with whispered vocalizations. The affective classification of whispered vocalizations was slightly more difficult, probably because of this missing spectral information (Vestergaard and Patterson, 2009) . This is in accordance with the observation that individuals are less confident in their decisions on whispered relative to voiced vocalizations (Lass, 1976) . Unlike their reduced pitch salience, whispered vocalizations showed more temporal regularity than did voiced vocalizations. Given the impoverished tonal sound quality of whispered voices, from which no valid affective value can be inferred, increased temporal regularity of whispered vocalizations might partly compensate for this missing tonal information. Speakers might actually vocalize more regularly and with increased modulation depth to improve the clarity of whispered vocalizations (Krause and Braida, 2004) , which might also improve their recognizability and their affective classification.
In terms of neural activity underlying these classifications, we first determined activity related to the affective value of vocalizations. Affective vocalizations elicited activity in the left core and belt regions, and in bilateral higher-level auditory regions in the STC. These auditory subregions have been identified as being relevant for affective voice processing (Beaucousin et al., 2007; Frühholz and Grandjean, 2013a; Frühholz et al., 2015b; Frühholz et al., 2016a) . They were located in the bilateral voice-sensitive cortex, and these regions partly overlapped with low frequency fields of the tonotopic frequency maps (b3-4 kHz), and with rather low temporal regularity fields (low modulation (LM)) of the TMR maps . This distributed activity is in accordance with previous observations (Frühholz and Grandjean, 2013a; Pernet et al., 2015) , and the overlap with specific tonotopic and TMR fields reflects the importance of these frequency and temporal information ranges for classifying affective vocalizations (Banse and Scherer, 1996) .
Concerning the neural activity related to the expression mode, voiced vocalizations showed activity in voice-sensitive auditory core regions and the STG, which largely overlapped with the tonotopic maps. HG activity is in accordance with the activity found for voiced relative to synthesized whispered vocalizations in the anterolateral HG (von Kriegstein et al., 2010) , but here we report a much more extended activity in response to natural voiced and whispered vocalizations. The activity inside the tonotopic fields might represent the higher spectral regularity of voiced vocalizations (Norman-Haignere et al., 2013) that determines the perception of pitch. Pitch and pitch salience are predominantly used in listeners to classify affective vocalizations (Banse and Scherer, 1996; Vestergaard and Patterson, 2009 ). The activity for voiced vocalizations largely overlapped with the activity for the emotion effect, pointing to the relevance of salient pitch information for decoding the affective value of vocalizations (Banse and Scherer, 1996; Leitman et al., 2010) . The activations for voiced vocalizations also overlapped with the left (LM and high modulation (HM) field) and the right anterior TMR map (LM field), which seems to decode both slow and fast temporal dynamic information from voiced vocalizations. This information might be related to segmental and suprasegmental modulation of intonation contours of vocalizations (Banse and Scherer, 1996) .
Whispered relative to voiced vocalizations elicited activity in the bilateral voice-sensitive cortex. The effects for whispered vocalizations overlapped with the emotion effect only in the left belt region (i.e. PPo), indicating some direct affective decoding in the secondary AC from whispered vocalizations. STC activity in response to whispered vocalizations was located outside the tonotopic maps, but overlapped with the posterior TMR maps. In accordance with their reduced spectral regularity, whispered vocalizations elicited activity only in auditory regions sensitive to temporal regularity, a feature that improves their recognition accuracy (Krause and Braida, 2004) . Thus, auditory cortical activity in response to whispered vocalizations might indicate both the decoding of the affective meaning (i.e. PPo) and the decoding of temporal information (i.e. posterior STS). Concerning this temporal information, temporal regularity was interestingly decoded in the anterior TMR maps for voiced vocalizations, whereas for whispered vocalizations, it was decoded in the posterior TMR maps. Given that whispered vocalizations had higher temporal regularity, this might indicate that the anterior and posterior TMR maps are differentially sensitive to temporal information in more regular and irregular sounds, respectively. This would point to a diversity of cortical TMR maps beyond their existing topographical description (Herdener et al., 2013) .
Besides STC activity, both modes of vocalization also revealed activity in the frontal cortex. In response to voiced vocalizations, activity was found in rACC, which is usually involved in inferring the emotional state of another individual (Frühholz et al., 2009; Frühholz et al., 2016a; Szameitat et al., 2010) . Whispered vocalizations elicited activity in the OFC and the IFC, which are involved in the cognitive evaluation of vocalizations (Frühholz and Grandjean, 2013b) , especially under demanding task conditions (Leitman et al., 2010) . The IFC might be also involved in retrieving information from long term semantic memory (Binder et al., 2009) , such that the impoverished sound quality of whispered vocalization is enriched with acoustic memory information from previous encounters with whispered voices or from prototypical information from voiced emotional vocalizations. In the present study, participants performed less accurately when classifying whispered vocalizations. This indicated increased difficulty to recognize the affective value from whispered voices, which might lead to increased evaluation demands for correct classification in the OFC and IFC. The activity in the IFC in response to whispered vocalizations also extended into the inferior motor cortex, which usually controls articulatory vocal motor parameters. Motor cortex activity has been shown to support speech perception (Hervais-Adelman et al., 2012; Pulvermüller et al., 2006) , and this motor cortex activity found here might also support the recognition of affective intonations in speech during the more challenging task of recognizing emotions from whispered vocalizations.
This role of the IFC in supporting the classification of vocalizations under more challenging conditions is also indicated by the results of an interaction analysis for whispered aggressive vocalizations and voiced fearful vocalizations. Both emotion-by-mode combinations are "unusual" ways of expressing these different emotions. Aggressive utterances are usually expressed with a prominent voice, whereas fear is often expressed in a soft and whispered tone. These unusual affective vocalizations might receive enhanced evaluation in the IFC for correct classification (Leitman et al., 2010) , with voiced fear also showing increased activity in the bilateral STC and overlapping with the LM area of the TMR maps. Thus, increased decoding of slow temporal information in voiced fearful vocalizations might support their correct classification. These increased decoding demands for these rather unusual ways of emotional vocalization might also be supported by the retrieval of acoustic memory information as discussed above, which might be supported by IFC activity both for the unusual whispered and the voiced vocalizations.
The functional activity underlying these classifications thus involved a widespread neural network for the decoding of the expressions mode and the affective value of vocalizations. Concerning these neural network dynamics as determined by a Granger causality analysis, affective vocalizations revealed a widespread temporo-frontal network with strong connectivity to right temporal auditory cortex, especially for whispered affective vocalizations. The right STC showed strong intraregional connections, but also bidirectional connectivity with the left auditory STC and top-down connections from the left frontal cortex. The right STC seems to be important in integrating and distributing information between brain regions, especially under conditions of increased decoding demands (Leitman et al., 2010) , such as for whispered affective vocalizations. This finding might also explain increased task-relevant top-down modulation of the right auditory cortex by the left frontal cortex, which might drive enhanced acoustic analysis in the AC (Frühholz et al., 2016b; Leitman et al., 2010) .
Concerning neural network dynamics related to the expression mode, a relative increase in connectivity of the right and the left auditory cortex was also found both for the voiced and whispered vocalizations networks. Concerning the voiced vocalizations network, bilateral core auditory cortices were interconnected pointing to increased acoustic decoding and inter-hemispheric acoustic information exchange . The bilateral mid STG, in particular, had a central position as an input and output node in this network. The mid STG only marginally overlapped with the tonotopic and the TMR maps and could thus represent a perceptual integration node of spectral and temporal acoustic information . Given only minor top-down connections from the frontal cortex for voiced vocalizations, their decoding might largely rest on an in-depth acoustic analysis in the auditory cortex. Given that voiced vocal expressions are rich in terms of spectral and time information, this acoustic decoding seems sufficient for a proper value attribution to these vocalizations (Banse and Scherer, 1996) .
Unlike the voiced vocalizations network, we found a multidirectional "hypercomplex" network (Norris et al., 2005) with several unique features for the decoding of whispered vocalizations. First, we identified a much stronger involvement of the bilateral frontal regions, which showed many fronto-frontal and especially fronto-temporal top-down connections. The top-down influence of frontal regions on the auditory cortex might drive an increased acoustic analysis of the available sound information in whispered voices (Leitman et al., 2010) . Second, temporal regions not only showed intra-and interregional connections, but also extended bottom-up temporo-frontal connections. These bottom-up and the top-down connections might be required to decode the affective value from whispered voices due to their impoverished acoustic quality. The auditory cortex might send the analysis of the sparsely available acoustic information to the frontal cortex, which consequently might provide increased cognitive evaluation (Frühholz and Grandjean, 2013b; Leitman et al., 2010) and enrichment by voice memory information to support top-down predictions on acoustic decoding on the auditory cortex (Bar, 2009 ). This temporal bottom-up transfer of acoustic information and the frontal top-down influence might be an iterative process until an accurate decision can be made on whispered vocalizations. Third, all of these temporal and frontal regions had an equal level of importance as input and output nodes in this network, except for the relatively increased importance of regions in the right posterior STC. The latter regions, located in the posterior TMR map, may decode temporal information in more regular vocalizations. Whispered vocalizations were temporally more regular and had only marginal spectral information. Thus, the functional connectivity with brain regions decoding this information seems to be of high relevance (Trost et al., 2015; Trost et al., 2014) . These neural network data together suggest that a large-scale multidirectional bottomup and top-down brain network compensates for the impoverished sound quality of whispered voices to support their accurate recognition and value attribution.
Taken together, our data demonstrate, first, that the affective value can be quite accurately recognized both from whispered and from voiced vocalizations, although to a slightly lesser degree in vocal whispering. Second, the affective value of these vocalizations is decoded in a network of frontal and auditory brain regions. Neural decoding in the auditory regions, in particular, largely follows the acoustic properties that make whispered and voiced vocalizations considerably distinct on a perceptual level. Neural decoding also follows the general topographical frequency and temporal regularity maps in the auditory cortex. Finally, we found a hypercomplex and probably compensatory neural fronto-temporal network that supports the accurate affective classification of whispered vocalizations, which is probably based on their impoverished sound quality especially in terms of tonal information.
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